
Presented by: 

 
Robert Gad;  a retired lawyer, has  
studied advanced radar plotting, celestial 
navigation,  & close Quarters ship  
handling.  He has  been sailing boats  
for 50 yrs. , now sailing his 40’ sloop 
PRESCINDING  out of  Fairhaven  
with his wife Karen.  He also  
Occasionally serves as  
navigator  & pilot on  a 
salvage & rescue  
tugboat.  
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I.  Introduction…………………………15min   
 

II.  Navigation Glossary (of sorts)…..30min 
 

III. Navigating Functions……………...40min 
       +   Plotting a Course 
       +   Following a Course 

 
I.  Standard Radar Operations………15min 

 
II.  ChartPlotter/Radar Integration….10min 

 
III.  Discussion / ??? …………………..20min 

 
IV.  Current Technology ……………..20min  

Total Time = 150 min 
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Latitude & Longitude:  Latitude  is a measure of how far a given point on 

the earth’s face is either  N or S of a reference.   
       Longitude is a measure of how far the point is E or W  of a different 

reference.  For a more complete  explanation see Appendix. 
 
 The range of latitude  is from 0 deg. (@ Equator) to 90 deg.N (@ N  Pole) 

& to 90 deg.S (@ S Pole. 
 

 Longitude  runs from 0 deg. (@Prime Meridien) to 180 deg.E or 180 degW. 
 

 One minute of latitude = one nautical mile, anywhere.  
 

 One minute of longitude = a varying distance, depending on the latitude  
at which it is measured:  It is one nautical mile at the Equator & zero at 
the Poles.  *Anywhere in N.E., one min. of longitude  may be 
approximated  to be ¾  nautical mile.   
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Format Error Hazard:  One important (and, alas, often uncomprehended) 

     point about expressing latitude and longitude.  Both units resemble angles. 
     As such, they could be depicted as degrees and decimal degrees  
     (e.g., 41.5°N by 71.9°W) (sometimes called “DDdd” format).   
 
     Or they could be depicted as degrees, minutes and 
     decimal minutes (e.g., 41°-30.500' by 71°-54.500'W) (sometimes called 
     “DDMMmm” format).   
 
     Or they could be depicted as degrees, minutes and 
     seconds (e.g., 41°-31'-30" by 70°-54'-28") (sometimes depicted as “DMS” 
     format). 
 
     What does it matter?   Well, two reasons.  The first, and more important, is            
     that the format may be unstated and ambiguous, particular when read over    
     the air on the radio.  If someone says in a panicky voice, “I’m sinking at 41 37   
     295,” does this mean 41°-37.295' or 41°-37'-29.5"?  It could make a   
     difference.  According to a recent article published by TowBoat US, format    
     error in verbal expression of latitude and longitude is their biggest problem   
                 - (with occasionally fatal results). 
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Nautical Mile (n.mi):  A Nautical Mile  is taken to be the distance      

     represented by a change of one minute (one sixtieth of a degree) of    
     latitude.  And this relationship (1' Lat = 1 n. mi.) is true anywhere on the  
     surface of the earth. 
 
 As a sufficient approximation, you make take a Nautical Mile  to be 6,000     
 feet, or 2,000 yards (a tad longer than the Statute Mile on land. 
 
 Unlike the definition of a Statute Mile, which is essentially arbitrary, the   
 definition of a Nautical Mile  is the distance represented by a change of 
 one minute (one sixtieth of a degree) of latitude:  & this is true anywhere  
 on the surface of the earth. 
 
 As noted above, the relationship between longitude and nautical miles is   
 more complicated.  See Appendix 1. 
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Raster & Vector:  These terms refer to the two different ways in which chart 

       Information can be formatted for use on  chartplotter.   
 
     A raster chart  is simply an image that duplicates what is shown on a  
        printed chart; it looks exactly like what you might buy at the chart store,  
        except that it shows up on your screen. 
    
    A vector chart  is a file of information that someone has taken from the  
       government charts and converted.   
 
I n theory, both raster charts  and vector charts  will have the same information.   
In  reality, that may not always be so.  Since the raster chart  was prepared  
essentially by scanning the paper chart, its fidelity should be perfect, while the 
process by which vector charts  are compiled carries with it the potential for  
errors introduced by the  person(s) doing the conversion…… 
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Each format has pros and cons with respect to the user interface. 
 
   The vector chart  carries its data in “layers,” and the user can   
      turn off a layer that isn’t needed (for instance, depth   
      soundings when you’re in open water) to reduce clutter. 
 
   Likewise, the vector chart  will resize text labels as you zoom   
      in or out. 
   
   Raster charts are free from the NOAA, and they are  
      frequently updated. 
 
On the other hand, both types of charts re-quire periodic 
updating, and the process (and cost) of updating vector charts 
can be an issue. 
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If you are using a dedicated chartplotter, this discussion may be 
irrelevant;  you will be locked in to whatever supplier of charts 
the manufacturer of your machine has. 
 
If you are using a laptop as a chartplotter, you usually can use 
whichever you like (or, with some packages, both).  For present 
purposes, it suffices to observe that one should be aware of the 
difference between the two formats and know what type your 
machine is using. 

 
 
Zoom,  Pan, Center on Boat & Follow Boat:  Much of what is    

       discussed in these notes applies to marine navigation whether   
       we are using a chartplotter or a paper chart.  The four terms      
       (and concepts) in this section are unique to using a chartplotter   
       versus using a paper chart……  
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When we look at a paper chart, we see whatever is on the paper.  If we’re 
looking at a small scale chart (“small scale” = larger area shown on a given 
paper size; less detail) and need more detail, we put it away and take out a 
larger scale chart that shows more detail.  

 
Working with a chartplotter is different because the screen is small & 
confined  - hence the newer interface terms: 
 

   Panning:  means moving the viewable window of the screen right, left,  

      up, or down, over the chart, to see different screen areas up close.  
      depending  on the type of chartplotter you’re using, panning is  
      accomplished by using a set of arrow keys, or the arrow keys on the  
      computer, or maybe the mouse. 

 
   Zooming:  can mean either of two things: 
 
      +   If  we stay on the same chart but want to make it bigger( perhaps to   
            read a small label or to get a better idea of the distance between two  
            points  that are close to one another) we can zoom in, & then  
                         zoom  out  to see a larger area of the chart again……  
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     +   because there are limits to how far we can zoom in  or   

            zoom out  on the same chart, we may have to switch to a  
            chart of larger or smaller scale.  

 
Once again, chartplotters and chartplotter software packages may differ 
on how we zoom  (often a “+” or “-“ key) and how we select a larger or 
smaller scale chart. 
 
   Center on Boat:  The function of the chartplotter that continuously  
      or periodically redraws the screen keeping our boat in    
      the center of the screen. This is often labeled follow boat  or    
      moving map  or  something akin.  
 
Note:   If you pan away to see something else, then you’re through with 
the purpose of the pan.  What happens?  Well, some chartplotters simply 
cancel  follow boat  when panning  has been implemented, and it is up 
to you to click or push the button to restart follow boat.  Other  chart - 
plotters will automatically jump back to follow boat once  pan has been    
          run for a while, at least if a route is active.  Annoying! 
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 Waypoint:  a theoretical position on the surface of the earth, usually,   

        and for present purposes, always described in terms of its  
        “coordinates,” i.e., its latitude and longitude.   
         
Electronic navigation centers around waypoints, but exactly what  
is a waypoint ? 
 
 A waypoint  may have a geographic significance, such as a buoy or a 
rock (though, in the real world, it is better to define a waypoint  as some 
distance from either a buoy or a rock, given our natural tendency to sail 
toward the waypoint, and usually our voyage will be happier if we don’t 
hit either the buoy or the rock).   
 
Alternatively, a waypoint could be entirely arbitrary (such as the turning 
point so as to stay out of the fish trap areas on the trek from Cuttyhunk 
to the Brenton Reef buoy on the way to Newport). 
 
Waypoints  are important because the bottom line of electronic 
navigation, by a chartplotter or other device, is sailing from one waypoint    
              to another 
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 How do we come up with waypoints ?   
 
   Some sources (such as the BBA ChartKit chart books and some textual      
      cruising guides), offer them in Lat/Lon. 
 
   Or you may come up with your own waypoints , either by scaling on a  
      paper chart or by panning to a point of interest on your chartplotter  
      & reading its coordinates.   
 
These  waypoints  should then be stored in the machine’s memory for later  
use. 
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Leg:   is simply that portion of a journey that runs from one waypoint  to   

        a second waypoint , where the “start”  waypoint  may be the location  
        of the boat when the leg was created.  
 
A simple leg  can be created and implemented by going to your 
chartplotter’s waypoint memory, selecting the desired destination waypoint, 
and invoking a function like Go to Waypoint  or similar. 
 
The chartplotter at this point should draw a line between your present 
location and the selected destination.  
 
It is prudent to examine this line to be sure it doesn’t pass over land or some 
other immovable object.  
 
    One disadvantage of a simple one-leg  voyage is that it will always be a  
       straight line.   
 
    A second disadvantage is that you have to manually select each time you   
       use this leg  – invites  a fresh operator error.  A more efficient way of   
                     navigation from one point to a destination is via “routes.” 
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Route:  is simply a series of pre-stored waypoints that string together to 

form a series of legs. 
 
How you define a route  varies from machine to machine:  
 
    Sometimes you select a sequence of pre-stored waypoints from a list  

 
    Sometimes you select them by moving to the cursor from pre-stored   
       waypoint to pre-stored waypoint.   
 
However done, once you have defined the route , you name it, store it, & you 
will know it will always be the same!   
 
Caution!  A quirk of some machines to be recognized and dealt with: 
whenever you activate a route  when the first waypoint is somewhere other  
than the boat’s present position.  
Some machines will start with guiding you to the first waypoint, effectively 
creating a new, temporary leg  to the first waypoint.   
       Other machines basically ignore the first waypoint and guide you to the    
                      second one.       Either  works, so long as you understand the     
                                  difference and know how your machine works.   
                                                        The first is usually  preferred, however. 
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Route (cont.): 
 
Once again: the first time you define a route, and the machine has drawn a  
series of lines on the chart representing the route you’ve defined, you should 
inspect the route carefully to be sure that all legs remain well into safe,  
navigable water.  
 
Once you have “activated” a route, two things usually happen:   
 
     the machine will draw the activated route on the chart and show an icon  
        for the position of the boat as it traverses the route.   
 
     Second, the chartplotter will usually open some sort of a window  
        showing the ever-changing numerical values of a number of  
        parameters denoted by possibly unfamiliar acronyms.   
       
        (see Screenshot  on p.15)  
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(Screenshot – in a PC based program,  Open CPN).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                The “freeware,” can be downloaded at no cost from: 
                                                                    (Details in downloadable doc.) 
 
                                                                                                    

www.opencpn.org 

http://www.opencpn.org/
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Heading:  Strictly speaking, “heading” means the direction in which the    

      bow of the boat is pointing at any given time.  
 
In theory, if your compass says 000º, the bow is pointing north; if it is 180º, 
the bow is pointing south.  Unfortunately, there are some complications. 
 
   Since your boat has a magnetic compass, it actually  points 15º00W of 
      true north  (the geodetic North Pole). 
 
    magnetic north” actually ”wanders”, and the difference between it and”   
      true north  is ever changing.  
  

Most chartplotters will give you a programming (or “setup”) option 
to pick true north  or magnetic north.  
 
For Buzzards Bay, 15°W is a close enough usable approximation of 
magnetic deviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Heading Mode): 
(cont.) 
 
   

 
 
 

 
    
   Head Up:  The radar picture is displayed with the vessel’s current     
      heading upwards  As the heading changes the picture will rotate. 
 
   North Up:  The radar picture is stabilized and displayed with north upwards 
      As you change heading, the ship’s heading marker moves 
 
   Course Up:  The radar picture is stabilized and displayed with the currently 
      selected course upwards.  As you change heading, the ship’s heading 
      marker moves.  
                               If you select a new course, the picture resets to display the 

                            new course upwards. 
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Declination, or variation:  is the wandering of  magnetic north . 
 
The value for declination  at any point at any time is usually printed 
on a chart:  i.e. VAR 15°00'W (2009) Annual Decrease 4‘. 
 
Deviation:  Inaccuracies possibly in small boat compasses due to poor    

       installation, or large metal masses on boat. 
 

Range:  Is the remaining distance between the boat and the next 
waypoint.  It may be labeled Range  (or an abr.), or Distance  (or abr.).   
             
Note  You need to know whether your device is showing you the 
remaining distance to the next waypoint or the remaining distance to 
the  end of the route.  Some give you a choice; some show both.   
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Actual Range:  The actual maximum radar range is essentially line-of-

sight, and is limited by the height of the scanner and the height of the 
target  
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Leeway:   Is the tendency of a sailboat under sail to slip sideways  

     away from the wind.  
 
Leeway  is zero when steaming; smaller if we are running full at some speed; 
and is greater if we are beating - perhaps slowly and perhaps into some sea. 
 
COG:    COG is short for “Course Over Ground.”  It is sometimes called “CMG”  
      (for “Course Made Good”.   
 
A chartplotter  that shows us COG is worth the investment for this function 
alone.   
 

SOG:    Stands for “Speed Over Ground.”  (sometimes labeled SMG) . 

 
SOG  is the mate of COG  in that, for a bunch of reasons including current, 
leeway, and a few others, the speed the boat is making though the water and 
the speed the boat is making over the ground are seldom the same.                                                                                                  
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VMG: 
 
   The velocity (or, more precisely, the rate of closure) between the boat and  
      the next waypoint  (the one we can’t head directly to because it is too far     
      upwind).    

 
If we point too high, VMG  will decay (perhaps dramatically); as we bear off, 
VMG will increase to a point (because of increased boat speed), but if we bear 
off further, VMG  will again decay (because of the increased distance we’ll 
have to cover in total).  What we want is the optimum point of sail for the 
lowest VMG . 
 
There are some folks who would rather bear off a bit for a rousing good sail, 
even if it means taking a bit longer to get to the end.  Such folks might take a 
look at VMG , but they won’t be a slave to it. 
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VMG:  (cont.) 
    
 A second definition is velocity made good to the true wind; a different   
    definition of VMG  that racer’s worry about - instead of rate of closure to  
    the to the mark.   
 
The two definitions yield different results if the mark is not dead upwind. 
 

Cross-Track Error (XTE):    Can be defined a couple of ways:  

 
   The distance you are off the straight line between the start and end  
      waypoints. 
 
   The length of a line drawn perpendicular to the leg line and through the   
      boat. 
 
So use XTE  thus: in close quarters, it is important to keep XTE  low.  In open 
waters, the rule of COG Equals Bearing Will Get You There  will get you there    
              faster. 
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AIS: (Automatic Identification System) :   Is a black box (“transponder”) that 

automatically, & basically, continuously sends & receives position data (lat/lon, 
COG , SOG , Name of Vessel, and other data) to/from other nearby AIS - 
equipped vessels; processing all such data from those vessels.   
 
For the most part, AIS  systems are self-contained and separate from 
chartplotters, and their function has more to do with collision avoidance than 
with point-to-point navigation.  As such, AIS  is pretty much outside the scope  
of these notes and this program. 
 

                                                 __/)  

 

Once we have the foregoing terms (and concepts) in hand, it is time to 
fire up our machines, become comfortable with what buttons to push 
and what the screen indications mean, and marvel at how much of the 
tedious work it will do for us.  Ultimately, knowing how to use your    
            chartplotter effectively will make your sailing safer, perhaps a  
                           bit faster, and inevitably more enjoyable.   
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A Chartplotter is two things: 
 
  A GPS receiver 

 
                    and 
 
  A display that superimposes   
    some data on top of an image  
    of  a marine chart. 
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A GPS Receiver is also two things: 
 
  A device that determines the  
     device’s geographic position 
 
   and 
 
  A course computer that    
     calculates certain data based on      
     that position and changes over     
     time of that position. 
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GPS Position: 
 
Based on radio signals from satellites 
 
   Is converted to Latitude and Longitude 
   Is extremely precise. 
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GPS Course Computer has two 
functions: 
    Stores: 

          Positions of waypoints and routes (groups of   

          linked waypoints in sequence). 

    Calculates: 

           SOG  (Speed over Ground) 

           COG  (Course over Ground) 

           Range  (to the next Waypoint) 

           Bearing  (to the next Waypoint) 

           Cross-Track Error 

           Time to  go (to next waypoint) 

           And Other Things. 
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   A “dedicated” chartplotter has the GPS,  
      the Course Computer, and the Chart     
      Display in one box. 
 
   Alternatively, one can send the output of    
      the GPS/Course Computer to a laptop,   
      which then displays the data on the chart. 
 
   Two different ways of doing the same  
      thing. 
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   Chart Display 
 

(Integral or Laptop) 

GPS 

 Position 
 Course 
 Computer 
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So:  What does all of this get us 
 

                     ??? 
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First and foremost:  our position 
 
   Great precision and accuracy. 
  
          Broad daylight, dark of night,  
          or in pea soup fog. 
 
   And even if it is dark and stormy. 
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Next, it plots our position on the chart. 
 
   No more parallel rules. 
 
   No more messy charts. 
 
   Instant God’s eye view of  
      what is around us. 
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It enables us to plot and store routes to  
our favorite places. 
 
   Again, with greater precision than doing   
      it with a pencil on a paper chart. 
 
   And again without messing up our charts:  
      we can make routes visible or invisible. 
 
No more parallel rules, compass roses, and  
dividers: automatically calculates the  
courses and distances of each leg. 
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And now comes the good part: 
 
   In the old days, we’d have to calculate,    
      estimate or guess -- how to “correct”  
      the charted leg bearings into a “course   
      to steer. 
 
   Chartplotter (course computer) does it   
      automatically, and continuously. 
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In terms of function: 
 
 
   All chartplotters are the   
      same. 
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In terms of buttons, menus and 
controls: 
 
 
   All chartplotters are different. 
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Since we can’t cover the buttons, etc., of 
every different chartplotter 
 
   We focus on the concepts of how they    
      work. 
 
   You then consult the manual for your   
      plotter to see which buttons to push. 
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We’ve outlined the concepts of how 
chartplotters work in “A Glossary of Sorts.” 
 
Now we’ll apply some of this stuff in a 
theoretical cruise (think summer!), 
Using OpenCPN as an example. 
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SO, let’s go sailing! 
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Our first hypothetical cruise  
 
   Starts at New Bedford “4” and “5”, 
 
   Goes through Woods Hole   
      Passage, 

 
   And ends at West Chop. 
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The first thing we’re going to do 
is create the waypoints and routes for 
our cruise. 
 
Note: This is something that is best 
done before you get underway. 
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Since our first leg is in open water, 
Our navigation will be based 
primarily on numbers computed by 
the course computer. 
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When we get into Woods Hole, however, 
We will be in very confined waters, 
With dangers close aboard, 
 
So here we’ll focus primarily on the chart 
display, steering to keep the boat centered  
in the channel. 
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Our second cruise will be from  
New Bedford to Cuttyhunk. 
 
   This time, we won’t be able to stay  
      on a leg, because the wind isn’t  
      from a good direction. 
 
   But our chartplotter will keep track  
      of where we are.  And it will tell us  
      when to tack. 
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Using Waypoints: 
     
   Placing a waypoint 
     +   At the CURSOR position 
     +   At the VESSEL’S position 
     +   Manually edited as latitude/longitude coordinates 
           -  By Cursor Selection 
           -  from Waypoint  List 
 

   Selecting a Waypoint 
 

   Displaying Waypoint  data 
 

   Editing a Waypoint  (symbol, name & position) 
  

   Erasing a Waypoint 
 

   Moving a Waypoint 
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+  Placing   
     Waypoint @ 

    Cursor 

Waypoint 
Softkeys 
Appear 
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+   Placing 
     Waypoint   
     @ Cursor /   
     Vessel 
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+  Placing 
     Waypoint   
     @ Cursor /  
     Vessel 
     (cont) 

The waypoint is 
added to the 
waypoint list and 
tagged using the 
next available 
number. 
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+  Placing Waypoint Manually    
     Entered 
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+  Placing Waypoint Manually Entered  (cont.)  

                           To select detail to edit 
 
    

 
   Or use the soft keys to select LAT, LON,   
      BRG or RNG. 
 
   Use the trackpad to edit the values 
 
   Repeat for SYMBOL or NAME 

 
               to save settings 
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  Selecting a Waypoint , Two ways: 

 
     +  Move the cursor over the waypoint 
          until the letters WPT & associated 
          softkeys are displayed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      +  Select a waypoint using the Waypoint    
           List, then use the trackpad to highlight 
           the required waypoint  
 
      To select waypoint :  Edit with sofkeys 
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   Waypoint Data Display:   

      +  Waypoint  data can be viewed  
            in two ways: 
 
      +  Move the context-sensitive cursor    
           over the waypoint  and the  
           Data Box  will appear on screen 
    
       +  View the waypoint  details on the  
            Waypoint  List .  
 
Note:  Which Data Box content shown is 
selected in :System Setup”.   
Default is Cursor BRG.RNG  
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   Erasing a Waypoint: 

You cannot erase the target waypoint  or  waypoints  that are 
used in saved routes.  You can only  remove a waypoint  from the 
current route.  
 
    +  To delete a current route waypoint  using the cursor:  
 
         -  Move the cursor over the waypoint , until 
             the letters WPT & the waypoint  soft keys  
             are displayed: 
 
    +  To delete the waypoint  from the Waypoint  List 
 
         +  Select the waypoint  from the Waypoint  list 
 
The waypoint  is removed from the screen and  
                 the Waypoint List is updated    
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   Moving a Waypoint, You can move any waypoint except the   

      target waypoint (the waypoint you are following).  There are two ways  
 
      +   Use Cursor:  Move the cursor over the waypoint, until the  
            letters WPT & the waypoint  soft keys are displayed: 
 
            -                                                      Cursor changes to a  
                                                                    four-headed arrow. 
 
 
 
            -  Move cursor to new position & press enter        
 
 
      +  Use the Waypoint Edit functions: 
 
            -  Press ENTER to set the position and return to  
                normal cursor control. 
 
            -  Press CLEAR to cancel the operation.         
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   Creating a New Route 
 

   Following a Route 
     
   Saving the New Route in the Database 
      
   Clearing the Current Route 
 
   Retrieving a Route from the Database 
 
   Displaying Route Info (leg data, WP details) 
  
 
To access route softkeys … from default screen 
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    Creating a Route, There are two methods to create routes, while      

       creating a route you can switch between these methods 
 
      +   Placing new waypoints  on the chart 
 
      +  Selecting existing waypoints from the Waypoint List 
 
 
        
       To place waypoints  on the chart: Use Route Softkeys 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         1.  Press softkey 
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+  Place first         
Waypoint: 

 
 
   2.  Position cursor 
        (in this case,   
        over an existing     
         WP) 
 
   3.  Press softkey 
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+  Place Next 
Waypoint: 

 
 
    4.  Position cursor  
         for next  
         waypoint      
 
    5.   Press softkey 

 
    6.   Repeat for all   
          waypoint  in     
          sequence       
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+  Accept Route: 
 
    7.  Press softkey 
 
The route becomes 
the current route, but 
Is not active  
 
The first waypoint  of  
a new route is 
outlined with a 
square, indicating that 
it will be the target 
waypoint  when the 
route is activated. 
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+  Go To Route: 
 
    8.  Press  the softkey  
 
 

Follow Route: 
 
Note: You should always check 
the target waypoint before 
initiating a Follow  Route. 

 
    9.  Press the softkey 
 
Note:  The completed route is 
stored in the display unit, and 
will be re-displayed if you turn 
the unit off and on again. 
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+  Follow Rout:  
     (cont) 
 
 
The vessel starts to 
navigate toward the  
First (target)  
Waypoint  in the route. 
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   Save & Name New Route:  (cont) 
  
      4.  Press the  
           SAVE ROUTE softkey 
 
The save route pop-up and the NAME 
ROUTE soft keys are displayed 
 
The next available entry on the route 
list is highlighted. 
 
    5.  You can use the trackpad to select   
         another position in the list; 

 
(This can be a blank slot, or an existing 
route that you no longer require) 
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   Save & Name New Route:  (cont) 
  
     6.  Press the YES soft key to save   
          route. 
   
     7.  Use the trackpad to move the   
          cursor up/down or right/left      
          to the detail or character you    
          wish to edit.  
  
     8.  Use the top or bottom of the    
          trackpad to increase or   
          decrease the letter or number 

 
      9.  Press             to finish & clear the    
                                NAME List             
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   Clear the Current Route: 
  
    1.  Press the ROUTE default   
         soft key or place the     
         cursor over a route leg  
         until the text RTE is  
         displayed press 
 
     2. Press the CLEAR ROUTE   
         soft key. 
 
If you are following the current 
route the STOP FOLLOW soft 
keys are displayed 
 
     3. To stop following and    
        clear the route press YES.  
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   Retrieving a Route: 
  
    1.  Press the ROUTE default   
         softkey 
      
    2.  Press the MORE softkey 
 
The selection bar indicates 
the selected route. 
 
     3.  Press ROUTE LIST softkey 
 
     4.  Use the trackpad to select the  
           required route  
Press the SHOW ROUTE soft key 
 
The chart is re-drawn at a scale  
suitable to display the whole route. 
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Default Screen 
 
(Split Screen 
Raymarine ) 
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Standard Radar Operations 
 
   Range Control 
 
   Interpreting & Adjusting the Radar Picture 
 
   Measuring Range & Bearing Using VRM/EBLs 
 
   Setting Guard Zones & Alarms 

 
 

Integrated Radar Operations 
 
   Changing Heading Mode 
 
   Using Marks / MOB 
 
   Cursor Echo 
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Range (cont): 
 
Range can be viewed @ various scales: 

 
   The long range scales provide the best overview of your   

      vessel’s relationship to land masses, weather fronts and    
      large ship targets in or beyond view on screen 

 
   The short range scales provide greater detail of the radar echoes   
      close to your vessel, and should be used as you approach the coastline,   
      harbor or other vessels in the area. 
 
Concentric range rings are used to help you judge distances on the radar 
picture 
 
Their number and spacing are adjusted automatically if you change the 
range scale. They can also be turned off 
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Changing the Range):  
 
 
 
 
 
   Each time you press the RANGE  key, the range changes to the next   
      available setting. The system will beep three times if no further range   
      scale is available 
 
   To change the range  quickly, press and hold the required arrow on  
      the RANGE key 
 
The range scale and range ring interval indicators, at the left-hand end of 
the status bar, are updated whenever you change the range. 
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Interpreting and Adjusting the Radar Picture:   Different objects reflect  

     the radar signals in different ways, sometimes causing misinterpretation 
 
   vertical objects such as cliffs reflect signals better than sloping ones   
      such as sandbanks 
 
   The radar indication may not be similar to your visual observation: 

 
     +  A nearby small object may appear to be the same size as a distant   
          large object 
 
     +  Some targets, such as buoys and small boats, can be difficult to     
          differentiate 
 
     +  Echoes also may be received from irregularities on the surface of the   
          water, particularly at close range – or from rain or snow 
 
     +  False echoes can occur where no targets exist 
 
   With experience the approximate size of different objects can be deter-    
             mined by the relative size, brightness, & motion of the echoes. 
 
   
 
 



Radar Screen Controls: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Identifying False Echoes:  May be caused by side lobes, ghost images,   

    indirect echoes or multiple echoes 
 
  Side Lobes:  A pattern sometimes  
    produced by a small part of the  
    RF energy from each transmitted 
    pulse that is radiated outside the  
    narrow beam off of a large object 
    at short range may produce a  
    broken arc on the radar screen –  
    usually @ distances of les than  
               3nm 
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Identifying False Echoes (cont.):  May be caused by side lobes, ghost     

     images, indirect echoes or multiple  
     echoes 
 
  Side Lobes:  A pattern sometimes 
     produced by a small part of the  
     RF energy from each transmitted 
     pulse that is radiated outside the  
     single narrow beam 
 
 
  

 
  Indirect Echoes:  Ghost  
     images that sometimes  
     have the appearance of 
     true echoes, but in  
     general are intermittet 
     and poorly defined 
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Identifying False Echoes (cont.):  May be caused by side lobes, ghost   

     images, indirect echoes or multiple echoes 
 

 
 

  Multiple Echoes:  The transmitted  
    signal off of a large vertical surface 
    @ close range that is reflected back 
    and forth between the target a 
    your own vessel 
 
  

 
 
  Blind Sectors or Shadow Effect:     Shadows created by obstructions such    
     as funnels and masts located near the antenna.  In shadow areas beyond 
     the obstruction there will be a reduction of the beam intensity 
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Using Marks:  A mark is placed to save a specific location for later use.  It can  

Be placed at either the cursor  or at the vessel. 
 
   Press the Marks key (when in Radar Mode) 
 
   To place mark @ cursor position the cursor at the required point :   
 
      +  Press 
       
      +  A mark is placed @ the spot using the default symbol 
 
   To place mark@ vessel 

 
       +  A mark is placed @ the spot using the default symbol 
         
 



Using Alarms:  the chartplotter can report conditions or locations 
    that you set for notification when they occur.  The following list 
    contains common available alarms 
 
   Arrival:  Your vessel has arrived at the active waypoint: It has    
      either reached the arrival circle (the radius of which is specified),  
      or has reached its closest point of approach (defined by a line 
      passing through the waypoint and perpendicular to the route leg). 
 
   Off Course:  Your vessel has exceeded the specified distance   
      (maximum cross track error) from the active route leg. 
 
   Anchor:  Your vessel has drifted from its anchor position (set when   
      the alarm was turned on) by more than the specified distance. 
 
   Countdown:  The countdown timer has reached zero. 

 
   Alarm Clock: The time matches the specified alarm time.  
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Using Alarms (cont.): 
 
   To set alarms, set limits, or switch on/off press 
 
The Alarms Setup List is displayed 
 
   Use the                to move the selection bar  
      up or                   down the options.  
 
As each line is highlighted, the soft key labels  
are updated to show the current settings and  
controls. 
 
   Use the up or down soft keys to change the 
      alarm setting.  
 
For example, for the arrival alarm you can  
adjust the radius from the waypoint at which  
The  arrival alarm will be triggered 
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Using Alarms (cont.2):  
    
   

 
   Press the                     to toggle the 
      alarm on                     or off 
 
If you turn an alarm off, its value is retained  
and will be used when you turn the alarm  
on again. 
 
   Press             to save the changes and  
      clear             the list. 
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Man Overboard (MOB):  Use the MOB function immediately if you lose a   

    person or object overboard, and need to return to the location.  It is nothing    
    more than a Mark, but with more information – that  can save lives 
 
    To initiate the MOB  procedure, press and hold the MARKS  key  
       for two seconds. 
 
   Your Chartplotter should then perform all the following tasks automatically: 
      marking the current position with a MOB symbol. 
 
        +  The MOB  waypoint replaces any current active waypoint and route. 
    
        +  Displays the MOB  data box, showing the bearing and distance from   
             your vessel to the MOB waypoint position, and the elapsed time since  
             the MOB  was initiated. 
      
•       +  Displays the position data box, showing your vessel’s position. 
             as your vessel moves away from the MOB  position, a dotted line is      
                     displayed connecting the MOB position and the vessel’s  
                                current  position. 
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 Man Overboard (MOB) (cont):   
 
          +  Sounds a 4-second alarm pattern every 30 seconds.  
 
          +  Sends a MOB  message to other units in the system, via the SeaTalk     
             connection 

    To cancel the MOB, press and hold the MARKS key for 2 seconds. 
       The chart is re-drawn at its previous scale, and the MOB symbol and data  
       box are removed. 
 

       Note: The MOB procedure can also be initiated or cancelled if the  
               appropriate  SeaTalk message is received by the display unit.  

 



     Vestas Wind, 65’ Volvo racer, doing 19kn, w loads of nav gear, 
     hits a reef 216 nm NE of Mauritius   How?   Why? 
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Beware the Implications of Chart Scale:  Team Vestas Wind was  

    flying along using their sophisticated navigation electronics –  scaled 
    in Wide View.  They were unaware of the barely submerged reef 

 
It is recommended that you “Fly your route” on High Zoom , marking all 
the features of interest & hazards - then setting appropriate alarms 
before reaching those hazards.   Wide vie is then a safer option for use  
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Keep Charts Up-to-Date:   NOAA recommends updating once a   

     year – especially in areas prone to shoaling 
 
Check the Source Diagram insert on your charts to see when your area 
was last surveyed  
 
 

 
After updating 
by NOAA, the 
shoreline was 
corrected by an 
average of 10m 
(red line) 
 
Chances are the 
last time a 
survey ship took 
soundings of 
your waters was 
decades ago.  
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Maintain Situational Awareness:   Pay attention to the   
    real world around you 
 
   Digest the hydrographic information, charts, AIS, radar,    
      weather, currents, etc  
 
   Determine the most relevant pieces for that moment in  
     time 

 
   Do NOT be lulled into a false sense of security 

 
   Look, listen, and feel   

__/) 


